
THE INFLATED
REVOLUTION IS HERE!

INFLATE & ATTACH - DEFLATE & STORE



INTRODUCING FLATED: INFLATABLE AUTOMOTIVE, OUTDOOR, 
AND PET GEAR SET TO REVOLUTIONIZE ROAD TRAVEL



(Carlsbad, CA) November 18, 2021 - As participation in road trips, staycations, car camping, overlanding, and outdoor 
adventure continue on a rapid rise, an entirely new company, brand and product is set to revolutionize on and off-road 
adventures.  Today marks the launch of FLATED, a brand intent on bringing solutions for simple transport, featuring 
lightweight, heavy-duty and highly portable truck toppers, cargo boxes, truck bed platforms and pet carriers that quickly 
inflate for use and deflate for easy carry and storage.  

Born from outdoor gear and stand-up paddle industry veterans and leaders, FLATED is designed to make mobile and 
adventurous lifestyles simpler, more efficient, and ultimately more enjoyable.  Featuring high-tech dropstich construction, 
which uses tens of thousands of stitches to create a rigid shape and surface, FLATED toppers, platforms and carriers are 
waterproof, durable, and inflate and deflate in minutes for nimble storage and ultimate convenience.  FLATED product 
styles come with an easy carry bag with backpack-style shoulder straps or roll up for quick and tidy storage. 

INFLATABLE, DEFLATABLE AND PORTABLE AUTO AND HOME 
GEAR OFFER NEW CATEGORY OF EASY TRANSPORT 





AIR-TOPPER™
AVAILABLE SIZES:

Ford & Chevy Standard Bed
Ford & Chevy Short Bed

Toyota Tacoma Standard Bed

FLATED’s initial launch includes the Air-Topper™, the world’s first inflatable truck shell, ready for any adventure or every-
day use, with initial models fitting Ford and Chevrolet standard and short bed trucks and Toyota Tacoma standard bed 
trucks.  The Air-Topper™ features 8 attachment points to secure to truck rails, tinted and rollable vinyl side windows with 
zipping and removable side screens, and internal organizing pockets, all made of tough as nails, waterproof military 
grade materials.  All side and back windows are replaceable, and the Air-Topper™ comes complete with a high-pressure 
hand pump and easy carry bag with shoulder straps.  The Air-Topper debuts at $1999.99.

• Durable and rigid. Made from military grade PVC coated Drop-Stitch 
material

• Tinted roll-able side windows for ventilation while camping or access-
ing bed of truck

• Zipping and removable screens on side window to keep the bugs out
• All windows can be replaced
• Back window uses ultra durable zippers and back window can be 

rolled/ secured with built in hook and loop closures
• 8 attachment points to keep it secure to the trucks rails
• Three mesh organizing pockets on the inside to store gear and sup-

plies
• Includes easy carry bag with backpack style shoulder straps
• Includes high-pressure hand pump
• Electric pump can be purchased separately

THE WORLDS FIRST PATENT PENDING INFLATABLE TRUCK SHELL!

AIR-TOPPER FEATURES:





AIR-CARRIER™
AVAILABLE SIZES:

Medium - 19 cubic feet
Large - 23 cubic feet

The patent-pending Air-Carrier™ is the ultimate solution to heavy and cumbersome cargo boxes that when stored, can 
easily take up valuable garage and yard space. Offering up to 23 cubic feet of added rooftop real estate, vehicles and 
drivers can head out for a beach day or a full-fledged summer road trip with a cargo carrier that fits in a home closet. 
Like the Air-Topper, FLATED’s Air-Carrier™ is easy-to-install, maximizes storage and cargo space, and stores in a small, 
easy carry bag.   Available in Medium and Large size options, the Air-Carrier™ is a space-saving, cost-approachable 
game-changer at $799.

AIR-CARRIER FEATURES:

• Side walls made with 420D DWR treated nylon canvas
• Easy open/ lockable two-way zippers on each side to easily access 

your belongings
• Arrow-dynamic shape to help airflow and lessen the drag
• Built-in webbing straps that can secure to most aftermarket or factory 

installed cross bars

• Can be used with soft rack system if vehicle doesn’t have cross bars
• Storage pockets on inside of side panels.
• Includes easy carry storage bag with Shoulder straps
• Includes High-pressure hand pump

THE PATENT PENDING AIR-CARRIER™, A CARGO BOX THAT 
MAKES THE MOST OF YOUR ROOFTOP YET TAKES UP THE 
LEAST AMOUNT OF YOUR CLOSET SPACE!





AIR-DECK™
AVAILABLE SIZES:

Large
Medium

Small / Cot

Turning trucks, vans, SUVS into roving homes on the road the FLATED® Air-Deck™ provides a comfortable place to crash 
while preserving precious cargo and storage space underneath.  Like all FLATED® products, the Air-Deck™ inflates and 
deflates, and rolls up into a carry bag for quick and easy transformation from usable to storable. The large Air Deck can 
be loaded up with blankets and pillows for the family, the medium affords space for couples, and a small  accommodates 
a sleeping space for one on its personal-sized cot. The patent-pending Air-Deck™ easily converts vehicles into a mobile 
adventure for $749.

• Includes carry bag with shoulder straps, hand pump, and patch kit
• Has four tie-down points with Straps to secure in the back of vehicle
• Rigid Inflatable Drop-Stitch Platform that can support over 500LBS
• Two-pockets on the tail-gate end for your belongings
• Two stash pockets on the side that can easily be accessed while 

camping
• Two access indents on the sides so you can easily reach-through 

and secure the front end to the vehicle
• From truck, van and SUV, It can fit in many vehicles, but please see 

size chart to confirm
• Lightweight. At only 23lbs the Air-Deck™ is designed to be tossed 

into action quickly.
• Sortable. Roll it up and put in a closet or cabinet. Ready to roll? 

Inflate. Go.

THE PATENT PENDING AIR-DECK™ INFLATES, DEFLATES, AND 
STORES WITH EASE TO TAKE IT FROM A RAISED-DECK TO 
SMALL COMPACT BACKPACK FOR EASIER STORAGE.

AIR-DECK FEATURES:





AIR-CHALET
AVAILABLE SIZES:

Large
Medium

Small

Simplifying and revolutionizing pet travel by eliminating the need for bulky hard-sided pet crates, the patent-pending 
Air-Chalet is spacious, incredibly strong, well-ventilated with zippered screens, and secures to vehicle tie-down points. 
Cars, trucks, SUVs and living rooms finding themselves crowded with furry friends can now find home on the road again, 
as well as a cozy place for pets to snooze for in-home use.  Available in small, medium, and large, the Air Chalet rolls up 
into a small profile for quick and easy storage and goes for $599.

• Includes Foot Pump and patch kit
• Durable waterproof drop-stitch PVC can easily be cleaned 
• Tie-down straps to secure into the back of your vehicle
• Mesh windows on 5 sides for full ventilation
• Mesh Pockets to hold leashes, poo bags and other accessories
• Versatile. Can easily be moved and used for animal friendly functions
• Portable. With or without your mobile mutt

• Structural. Rigid for safety and security yet inflatable for your canine 
cushioning

• Lightweight. At only 12 to 17lbs the Air-Chalet is easy to lift, load and 
lick... We mean like

• Store-able. Deflated and rolled up it’s an easy answer to typical kennel 
challenges

RAISE YOUR PAW IF YOU WANT TO RIDE IN COMFORT AND 
SAFETY. WAG YOUR TAIL IF YOU LOVE THE AIR-CHALET™.

AIR-CHALET FEATURES:





FLATED was born in 2021 from the minds of outdoor gear and stand-up paddle board industry experts looking for a 
simpler, easier way to enjoy the adventurous life.  All FLATED products are patent-pending and feature inflatable, deflat-
able, and easy transport and storage solutions for mobile lifestyles. Based in the stand-up paddle and surf destination of 
Carlsbad, California, FLATED continues to innovate and bring new solutions to anyone looking to get out more often with 
more ease.

DESIGNED AND TESTED IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.



getflated.com

INFLATE-ATTACH
DEFLATE-STORE!


